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The Fox and the Bees. The Early Library of Corpus Christi College
Oxford, by R.M. Thomson (Cambridge, 2018)

EVERY COLLEGE has its foundation myth. Few are as inventive as
Univ’s veneration of King Alfred as their founder (though they have
an eighteenth-century legal case to endorse the truth of it). Some give
a tweak to history, so that Corpus’s outsized neighbour, Christ
Church, prefers to remember the ambitious cardinal who built its
precursor rather than the tyrannical monarch in whose last days it
received its present incarnation. Others hope or believe that the tales
they tell coincide with reality. So, generations of freshers at Corpus
are told the story of the changing plans of Richard Fox, Bishop of
Winchester, for an Oxford college, resulting in an institution that
promoted as never before a brand of Renaissance humanism
moulded by Desiderius Erasmus and which, as a result, won the
praise of the great Rotterdam scholar himself.

For some, such an uplifting narrative has the attraction of an Aunt
Sally in a pub garden; they cannot resist taking a knock at it. I will
confess: I have form as one of those. While there is no denying that
something innovative was envisaged in Corpus’s statutes, I would
place that in a wider context, emphasising the existing tradition of
English humanist interest which made the ambitions of the college
possible. The consequence of that is to downplay the specifically
Erasmian influence – there were enough other humanist stimuli
available to save us from being monocausal. 

Against iconoclasts like myself doing violence to a cherished
heritage, any college needs the equivalent of learned bouncers, ready
to act as guardians of its identity. For Corpus, there could hardly be a
better candidate than Professor Rodney Thomson. He is well
acquainted with the early holdings of the college’s library, having
catalogued its Western manuscripts (2011) and edited the 1589 library
catalogue for the relevant volume in the Corpus of British Medieval
Library Catalogues (2015). In the college’s quincentenary year he was
the logical choice to deliver the triennial E.A. Lowe Lectures in
Palaeography, taking the remit of the early history of its collection.
The volume under review is the published version of those lectures,
richly illustrated with colour images, and with added material as
appendices. He sets out his central claim in the first lines: what Fox
did in shaping Corpus was “quietly revolutionary” because it
brought Christian humanism “into focus at Oxford, with intended
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national effect” (p.3). Here is an affirmation of the college’s
foundation myth that should warm the cockles of any Corpuscular
heart.

Professor Thomson progresses his argument by dedicating the
first lecture to the founder and the next to the college’s first president,
John Claymond. Discussing Fox, Thomson marshals the known
evidence for the sources of both the bishop’s own book collection and
his educational interests. He avers that “possibly the most important
influence” was Erasmus (p.13), and makes an important point in
noting a similarity of wording in the college statutes with Erasmus’s
prefatory texts to his new (and controversial) translation of the New
Testament. Thomson gives shrewd attention to the statutes, which he
assumes to have been Fox’s work (e.g. p.14). Certainly, they were
promulgated in his name and are expressed, at times, in the first
person, but what I see in them is an unevenness of Latin style that
suggests they are not a thoroughbred production of his own pen but
are, instead, the textual equivalent of a camel, an animal which, it is
proverbially said, is a horse designed by a committee. I would
hypothesise further that, among those involved in the drafting, the
prime responsibility fell to John Claymond. If that is so, however, 
it raises doubts about the proximity of the project to Erasmus 
himself.

It has sometimes been suggested that Claymond, then at
Magdalen, probably met Erasmus when he visited Oxford in 1499.
Thomson has no truck with this, and rightly so: as he points out, the
first letter between the two men is the famous one of 1519 celebrating
Corpus, from which it is clear that “Erasmus only knew of Claymond
by reputation” (p.20). They certainly had friends in common, but if
we were to reconstruct the network that linked them in diagrammatic
form, we would see a degree of separation between these two
particular figures, with a weak tie of intermittent direct
correspondence only being created after the college came into being.
Obviously, Claymond could not have gone without reading
Erasmus’s works before; though, equally, what we have of his own
writings – briefly and helpfully surveyed by Thomson – shows him to
have been as least as much influenced by the Italian humanists of the
last decades of the Quattrocento. His intellectual formation took place
in Oxford or, rather, just outside its city walls, in the foundation of an
earlier bishop of Winchester, William Waynflete’s Magdalen College,
where Claymond moved from being educated to being President.
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That is to say, the texts and pedagogical approach established for
Fox’s “bees” reflects what was already, less formally, known and
available elsewhere in the university town. There was already a buzz
of avant garde learning before the beehive was built.

This is not to deny that there was something novel to the book
collection that Corpus constructed. As Thomson emphasises, it was
unprecedented in early sixteenth-century England in its stock of
volumes in Greek. This was, in part, possible because of the
productions of the printing press, particularly that of Aldus Manutius
in Venice: as the first appendix to The Fox and the Bees demonstrates,
Aldine editions were so dominant in the gifts provided in Fox’s name
that there seems to have been a conscious buying policy. At the same
time, as Thomson notes, a desire for Greek texts could not be sated by
print alone and Corpus, like other collectors, turned to manuscript
productions of an earlier generation, with Claymond buying up some
of the codices previously owned by William Grocyn. Once again, the
activities of the new foundation looked back to an indigenous
tradition of interest – one which in turn (as I have recently argued)
was indebted to earlier centuries of Greek study in England.

The library of Corpus also stands out for the historian because of
the existence of its 1589 catalogue. There are numerous booklists for
the late medieval institutional libraries of Oxford but fewer for the
sixteenth century, which makes Corpus of especial interest. At the
same time (Thomson wisely notes in his final chapter), what we have
is only half of the picture: we can reconstruct the content of the
chained library but not what books were owned by the college and
were allowed to circulate among its members. We are aware, as it
were, of the right hand, but do not know what the left hand was
doing. That lost collection might, indeed, have reflected the
intellectual interests of the college better than those books which
festered on the shelves of the library room. 

In describing the life of the library, Thomson makes exemplary use
of all the available sources: its physical remains, inscriptions in the
books and the archival records. This research allows him, for instance,
to identify the donation notes in many of the early gifts as the work
of one hand: Gregory Stremer, a fellow in the 1530s. I think Thomson
could have done more with this information. The fact that one person
was entering the information over a series of years suggests that he
had a continuing responsibility. It can be added that my own studies
suggest that another member of the college succeeded Stremer in
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these duties, providing the same service of adding ownership notes in
books that arrived in the later 1550s, one thick humanist script
appearing in the gifts of Richard Morwent (1558) and Richard
Marshall (1559). By this point, elsewhere in Oxford, there is evidence
of the first college librarian, Henry Bull at Magdalen, in service in
1550 (Wolsey’s Cardinal College envisaged having one in the later
1520s but this seems to have come to nothing). Might, though, it be
that Stremer’s earlier activities are evidence that Corpus was moving
towards an unprecedented level of library organisation before other
colleges?

Perhaps, but this has to be counterbalanced by another factor.
Thomson’s last appendix is a set of extracts from the libri magni, the
college’s annual accounts. It does not include all references to books
that appear, since several are to those used in the chapel or bought for
a college living. So, in 1547, the impense sacelli record two entries (CCC
Archives C/1/1/3, fol. 10v): 

Item pro missali – vis 

Item pro nouo testamento anglice – iiis viiid

In the same year, the impense externe mentioned “pro the homilis
for warborow – xviii d” (fol. 12; i.e. for the college living of
Warborough). In between, the impense interne mention two payments
which Thomson records. He does so on the assumption that they are
relevant to the library, though the second, transcribed as “similis
anglice”, actually reads “homilis anglice”, and a copy of the Homilies
could be another purchase for the chapel, even though it is recorded
in a different section. It is, in other words, difficult to extract with
entire confidence those references to books which definitely relate to
the library. This is because there is no section specifically dedicated to
it, as there is in other colleges’ accounts. If Corpus was ahead of
others in the organisation of its library, it was behind others in the
sophistication of its accounting. 

As the quotations above suggest, the tergiversations of England’s
various reformations reverberated within the walls of the young
college, and they perhaps damaged the development of its library.
Thomson is inclined to think that, after the death of Claymond in
1537, “the glory departed” (p.35). He notes that it is only with Thomas
Greneway, President from 1561 to 1568, that the library was “brought
… into the post-Reformation era” (p.37), with his personal gift of
sixty-three items, including some by the Italian Protestant, Peter
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Martyr Vermigli, who had been the Edwardian Regius Professor next
door at Christ Church. 

It was also in this period that the old formulation for donation
notes, with the opening protocol of “orate pro anima”, was dropped –
in some earlier gifts, that phrasing was removed. One case where
such an erasure occurred was in a two-volume set of manuscripts
given by “doctor Hille”, who is previously unidentified but, I think,
can be equated with Alban Hyll, a physician educated in Oxford and
Italy; they probably arrived soon after his death in 1559, and they
have donation notes in a secretary script by, I propose, the same hand
as wrote in Morwent’s and Marshall’s books. 

The codices are one of the treasures of the college, for they provide
an elegant parallel text of the New Testament, in the Vulgate and in
the re-translation by Erasmus (MSS 13 and 14). They announce an
identity for Corpus which is familiar to us, and so too do other mid-
century gifts which augmented its early strength in Greek works.
Even if that identity began life more as an aspiration – one
propagated by Erasmus – than as a true reflection, these later
benefactions remind us how a college can be re-made. Sometimes, it
can shift its character; in other cases, existing tendencies can be
reinforced. Perhaps in Corpus it is the latter that has more often
happened, helping over time to make its foundation myth closer to a
reality. If so, Professor Thomson’s elegant volume is the last
instalment in that creation of its character.

David Rundle


